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European paper recycling demonstrates high level of
resilience in the light of severe global disruptions
Brussels, 26 March 2021

Cepi, the European association representing the paper industry, has been closely monitoring market
developments in reaction to the material waste import ban by the Chinese authorities including paper for
recycling, the redirection of global flows of paper for recycling and structural changes in paper consumption
and collection during the Covid-19 crisis.
While secondary raw materials markets are volatile by nature, Cepi emphasises that there is a healthy
demand for paper for recycling in Europe and worldwide. Even in the light of severe global disruptions, the
value of paper for recycling for the circular paper industry enables its collection to remain sustainable with
only short-term imbalances in the supply and demand.
To sustain this resilience against major external disruptions, the message of the European paper industry
remains unchanged and independent of the short-term fluctuations of raw materials markets: separate
paper collection at source ensures good quality paper for recycling, which will be met with demand by the
European paper industry, who has been committing to increasing paper recycling rates over the last two
decades.
Cepi welcomes the fact that some countries, where separate collection of paper and board is not yet fully
implemented, are now following suit by adopting separate paper and board collection at source, at
household level.
Cepi is also accompanying structural developments, such as changed consumption patterns regarding
publication papers and related impacts on replenishing the recycling loops with fresh fibres. At the same
time, more and more consumer products are packed with sustainable fibre-based solutions, which are a
valuable contribution to the paper recycling loop.
Cepi has initiated the 4evergreen Alliance to ensure that all fibre-based packaging is designed for
circularity, is separately collected, sorted and effectively recycled in the paper industry.
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Cepi is the European association representing the paper industry.
We offer a wide range of renewable and recyclable wood-based
fibre solutions to EU citizens: from packaging to textile, hygiene
and tissue products, printing and graphic papers as well as
speciality papers, but also bio-chemicals for food and
pharmaceuticals, bio-composites and bioenergy.
We are a responsible industry: 92% of our raw materials are
sourced in Europe and certified as sustainable, 91% of the water
we use is returned to the environment, in good condition. We are
the world champion in recycling at the rate of 72%. At the forefront
of the decarbonisation and industrial transformation of our
economy, we embrace digitalisation and bring 20 billion value
addition to the European economy and €5.5 billion investments
annually.
More information about our sustainability performance here.
Through its 18 national associations, Cepi gathers 500 companies
operating 895 mills across Europe and directly employing more
than 180,000 people.

